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1.. INTRODUCTION
In the priority sequence for beam-to-column connection re-
search suggested by the members of the WRC Task Group and specified
in Ref. 1, July 1972, future connection research was classified in
five priority groups.
Research work included within priority Group A is detailed
in Ref. 2. Within Group A are Phases 10 and 11, which constitute the
major work of this group. Phase 10 is entitled "Flange Welded Web
Bolted Connections" and Phase 11 is "Bolted Top and Bottom Plate
Connections", both dealing with symmetric moment connections. Of the
twelve specimens fabricated for testing in this group, to date eight
have be~n tested. The results of these tests have been periodically
presented to the WRC Tas~ Group and currently, one doctoral disserta-
tion presenting the results of these tests has been completed.
With the work of priority Group A being substantially complete,
attention was shifted to Group B. Of the two topics ~n Group B,
Beam-to-co1umn web connections was chosen as the next research activity.
This topic is considered as Problem 2.1 and classified as Phase 14
in Ref. 1.
Phase 14 can be considered an extension of Phases 10 and 11.
However, in Phase 14 the reactions of the beam on the column will tend
to bend the column about the weak axis rather than the strong axis
action of Phases 10 and 11. Also, in Phase 14 the connections will not
be treated to be loaded symmetrically because in actual building frames,
web connections often occur at corners or on the outer column line where
s'ymmetry does "not exist.
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The objective of. the web connection test program is to find
the web connection(s) which satisfy the below listed criteria:
1. strength
2. stiffness
3.. ductility
4. economy of fabrication
This report may be considered to be the preliminary test
program for beam-to-column web connections. The twelve web moment
connections shown on the following pages are typical connections used
-2
55 ksi steel, and section
frequently in building construction. Below each connection are listed
a series of options which may be used to modify the particular connec-
tion. It will not be the purpose of the web connection research
program to test all twelve connections, but rather to fabricate and'
test the one or two most common and feasible connections and possibly
apply a finite element analysis to investigate the behavior of many
of the other connections. This procedure was adopted following the
realization of the tremendous expense involved in fabricating and te~ting
the twelve specimens of Phases 10 and 11.
The fol1o\ving section on "General Conunents ll lists many of
the assumptions and guidelines to be used in the ,design, fabrication,
and testing aspects of the web connection test program. Many of these
(e.g., High Strength Bolts, Slotted holes, F
~ Y
sizes) are the same criteria which were used in Phases· 10 and 11.
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2. GENERAL COMMENTS
1. Specimens will be mad~ of ASTM A572 Grade 55 steel. This -steel
was selected because it has the least ductility of a high strength
h'igh use steel.
2. Beam flanges will.be assumed to resist all bending moment.
(Based on results of Phases 10 and 11)
3. Beam web will be assumed to carry total shear. (Based on results
of Phases 10 and 11)
4. Both ASTM A325 and A490 High Strength Bolts will be used with
basic allowable shear stresses of 30 ksi and 40 ksi respectively.
These basic allowables will be modified for friction-type connec-
tions depending on surface preparation and allowable slip. These
allowable· stresses are based on satisfactory performance in Phases
10 and '11)
5. Oversize holes will be used in'friction-type connections.
6. Long slotted holes will be used in bearing-type web connections.
7. Long slotted holes will be used where erection bolts are used.
8. Both A325 and A490 bolts will be installed by the turn-of-nut
method.
9. The connection specimens will be welded according to AWS Building
Code using E70TG low hydrogen electrodes. Orthosonic inspection
of groove welds will be made.
10. The connection will be loaded monotonically up to failure. There
is no strain reversal at any location in the beam.
11. Two different combinations of beams and columns will be considered.
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Combination I: Simu~ates lower stories of a building
Beam: W27x94, A = 27.7, d = 26.91, h f = 9.90, t f ~ 0.747,
t = 0.490, I = 3270, Ad = 3.61
W x f
Column: W14x176, A = 51.7,d = 15.25, b f = 15.64, t f = 1.313,
d
t = 0.820, I = 2150, I = 838, --A = 0.743, d - 2k = 11~
w x Y f
This was the same combination as used in Phases 10 and 11.
Combination II: Simulates upper stories of a building
Beam: W16x31, A = 9.13, d ~ 15.84, bf ~ 5.525, t f - 0.442,
d
t = 0.275, I = 374, -- ~ 6.49
W x Af
Column: WIOx60, A = 17.7, d = 10.25, b f = 10.075, t f 0.683,
d
t = 0.415, I = 344, I ~ 116, -A = 1.49, d - 2k = 7 3/4
w x Y f
12. Three test set-ups have been suggested. Set-up 1 tests the connec-
tion under unsymmetrical loading with moderate column axial force.
This set-up would be used i'£ it 'tvas anticipated that column axial
force has a significant effect'on connection behavior. It must
also be pointed out that this is an expensive testing set-up.
Set-up 2 tests the connection symmetrically and Set-up 3 tests
unsymmetrically, both at insignificant amounts of axial load on
the column. It was found in the strong axis bending of columns
in Phases 10 and 11 that axial force had only a very small effect
on connection performance. It also appears that this will be
the case for beam-to-column web connections. Thus, if column
axial force is of no concern, Set-up 3 is the most economical and
most convenient testing procedure to "test the connection unsymmetri-
cally. Set-up 2 ,may be used if it is desired to test symmetrical
loading, such' as would occur at an interior column of a building.
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3. TABLE OF WEB CONNECTIONS
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1. Add stiffeners
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet ~veld only to column
c. fillet weld to both column web an<:l flanges
2. If beam flange is ~vider than d-2k of column:
a. cut out beam flanges and groove weld beam flanges as sho~vn
b. cut out beam flanges and fillet weld beam flange to column web
and groove weld beam flanges to column flanges
3". Replace flange groove welds by fillet welds
4. Groove weld beam web directly to column web using the web connection
place as a back-up plate. Omit fillet weld between- web plate and
beam web.
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1. Add stiffeners
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates "and
column flanges
3. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges and groove weld connection plate to column web
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OPTIONS
1. Use some form of stiffener on opposite side of column web. (Use
T-Section similar to connection plate.)
2. Groove weld beam web directly so connection plate (T-Section)
using the web connection plate as a back-up plate. Omit fillet
welds between web plate and beam web.
3. Replace flange groove welds by fillet welds.
4. Replace groove welds joining T-Section to column flanges by fillet
welds.
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1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld' only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Omit groove welds between connection plate and column flanges.
3. Omit groove ,velds between connection plate and column flanges and
groove weld connection plate to column web.
4. Use Angle or Double Angle rather than Structural Tee.
5. Use regular round holes instead of slotted holes.
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1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld only to column flange
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges
3. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges and groove weld connection plate to column web.
4. Use regular round holes instead of slotted holes.
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OPTIONS
1. Add stiffener opposite top flange.
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b.- fillet ·weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. If beam flange is wider than d-2k. of column:
a. cut out beam flanges and groove T.veld as shown
b •. cut out beam flanges and fillet weld beam flanges to column
web and groove weld beam flanges to column flanges
3. Replace flange groove welds with fillet welds.
4. Groove weld beam web to column web.
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OPTIONS
1. Add stiffener opposite top flange.
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web-
c. fillet weld to both column \veb and flanges
2. Omit groove "\velds ·bet"\veen top connection plates and column flanges.
3. Omit groove welds between top contlection plates and column flanges
and groove weld top connection plate to column web.
4. Groove weld seat plate to column flanges.
5. Use Structural Tee rather than welding two separate plates.
6. Omit bearing stiffener.
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1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges.
3. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges and groove weld connection plate to column web.
4. Use round holes, 1/16 in. larger than nominal bolt diameter) instead
of slotted web holes.
5. Use oversize holes in flange connections for friction connections.
Use round holes 1/16 in. in 'excess of nominal bolt diameter for
bearing connections.
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OPTIONS
1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. If beam flange is wider than d-2k of column, cut out beam flange
to fit.
3. Omit fillet welds between beam flanges and connection plate and
replace by groove welds.
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OPTIONS
1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld only to
b. fillet weld only to
c. fillet weld to both
column flanges
column '1;veb
column web and flanges
2. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and
column flanges.
3. Omit groove welds between top and bottom connection plates and column
flanges and fillet weld connection plates to column web.
4. Use round holes, 1/16 in. larger than nominal bolt diameter, instead
of slotted web 'holes.
5. 'Use oversize holes in flange connections for friction connections.
Use round holes 1/16 in. in excess of nominal bolt diameter for
bearing connections.
6. Use groove rather than fillet weld for web plate.
7. Use Structural Tee for web connection.
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OPTIONS
.1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld only to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Omit stiffeners.
3. Use oversize holes in flange connections for friction connections,'
Use round holes 1/16 in. in excess of nominal bolt diameter for
bearing connections.
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OPTIONS
1. Add stiffeners.
a. fillet weld on-ly to column flanges
b. fillet weld only to column web
c. fillet weld to both column web and flanges
2. Use oversize holes in flange connections for friction connections.
Use round holes 1/16 in. in excess of nominal bolt diameter for
'bearing connections.
3. Use round holes) 1/16 in. larger than nominal bolt diameter, instead
of slotted web holes.
4. Use angles for web connection rather than Structural Tee.
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APPENDIX 1 CURRENT PROGRAM: BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS
Phases:
1 Pilot tests on small welded (stiffened) connections cut from old
test "frames. (complete) 333.2
Theoretical analysis of column load-moment interaction. (deferred)
3~ Study of U.S., Japanese, and British test data on beam-to-column
connections. (complete) 333.7
I4;. Preparation of design tab.Ie for connection shear stiffening
requirements using results of (2) above. (deferred)
s. Major test on a large connection with no shear stiffening. (complete)
333.9
6 •. Analysis of effect on structure of omitting shear stiffening.
(current) 333.16
Tests to check column web buckling formula especially for higher
strength steels. (complete) 333.10, 333.14
8. Study of stiffening requirements for beams of different depth on
opposite sides of interior connection. (deferred)
9. Basic study of plastic deformation and strain hardening in a thick
plate subject to high shear stress. (deferred)
tv. Flange-welded web-bolted connections. (current) 333~15, 333.17
:1
~1. Bolted top and bottom plate connections. (current) 333.15, 333.17
]1'2. Study of web stiffeners. (current)
13. Study of connection behavior in related tests. (current)
'I14. Beam-to-column web connections. (future)
t
!
15. Panel zone stiffening by adding a web doubler plate for beam-to-
column flange connections ~ . (future)
